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< p > invariably to describe WALDERSHOF more appropriate, however, this is a classic German Bavarian town, jungle scattered
ancient buildings and small shops seem to since the nineties of the last century, has not changed. turned a few corners in the town,
you will be able to see a low-key Cube logo, pointing to a large warehouse and office building, which is the base of the 1993 CUBE
startups. from a garage size space started, Cube is a small bike shop, but the founding team soon decided that they can design their
own bike, then everything began to change. Cube's annual growth rate of more than 10%, in 2013 sold a total of 412000 bicycles.
Needless to say, when the space is only the size of the garage Cube has grown rapidly, breaking the limit. Cube already has a new
factory and a completely new office building. The rapid expansion of the company showed that the number of office buildings have
been easy to face -- it became larger. The factory is still the assembly plant of the car, only five minutes from the factory. Michael Prell,
as the chief designer of a cube, the company was one of the three founders, lead we in the cube of the factory and office area visited
a lot, to show us the cube of one of Europe's largest bicycle company is how to operate. Michael Prell, founder of Cube, one of the
chief designer Prell Michael is an interesting person, .Cube products in the form before to ensure that the Cube standard, this
standard over the sale of bicycles should reach three times the benchmark. Cube is to complete all of the tests, we are very glad to
see this process, but due to technical secrets, failed to take pictures, but the test department is a good overview of the situation can
be a good look. every Cube frame will have a complete test, but also any failure to reach the level of Cube satisfaction of the parts.
This means that at least one machine can be turned around four 24 hours to get the car frame and parts to keep up with the progress.
frontal impact test is generally emphasized by manufacturers, Cube is no exception, it also ensures that their car to exceed three
times the standard test. We can see a few years later, a man riding the wall with 45Km/h speed, the car will still be unscathed. We
are sure this will not be anyone on your list. test lab, this exciting place top secret places, but unfortunately can not enter the clean and
tidy laboratory although the frame part is blocked by the machine, but also can identify the carbon fiber Stereo 29 frame. >
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